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(1) What do the AIRS monthly maps look like?	

	

January 2007, v6.0.2, 4x4 degree spatial resolution	

cloud thermodynamic phase: ice, liquid, unknown 	

ice cloud optical thickness and effective diameter	

emphasize diurnal cycle variability	


	


(2) How do AIRS/MODIS ice cloud retrievals compare when MODIS 
	
pixel-scale variability used to classify the AIRS FOV?	


	

AIRS FOVs with 100% ice cloud phase according to MODIS	

AIRS FOVs with mixture of cloud phase according to MODIS	

AIRS FOVs with only liquid cloud phase according to MODIS	


Two main objectives of today’s talk	




Global Estimates of Cloud Thermodynamic Phase – 
AIRS is a Robust Ice Cloud Detector	

Cloud Frequency	
 Ice	


Liquid	
 Unknown	
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AIRS is excellent at detecting ice, with less skill at 
detecting liquid water	


Fig. 4. Demonstrations of how CALIPSO determines cloud phase while AIRS classifies as
ice, water and unknown, respectively, for single-layered clouds. The bars in each AIRS phase
category represent CALIPSO phases, and the numbers are percentage.
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Fig. 9. Similar to Figure 4, except for heterogeneous clouds.
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Credit: Hongchun Jin and Shaima Nasiri (TAMU) 



Global Estimates of Ice Cloud Effective Diameter 	

and Optical Thickness	


Cloud Top Temperature	
 Ice Cloud  Frequency	


Effective Diameter	
 Optical Thickness (0.55 μm)	
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One of the great strengths of AIRS is diurnal 
sampling	


	

	


How do the cloud fields change from the ascending 
to descending nodes?	




Cloud Frequency Varies a Little Over Diurnal 
Cycle (ascending)	




A few changes here and there.  Land/ocean differences a bit larger during day.	


Cloud Frequency Varies a Little Over Diurnal 
Cycle (descending)	




Liquid cloud frequency varies somewhat more over 
diurnal cycle (ascending)	




Liquid cloud frequency varies somewhat more over 
diurnal cycle (descending)	




Liquid cloud frequency ascending–descending	




Ice cloud frequency varies in a few regions of 
convection, and perhaps orography (ascending)	




Ice cloud frequency varies in a few regions of 
convection, and perhaps orography (descending)	




Ice cloud frequency ascending–descending	




Much more (localized) significant diurnal impacts 
in ice cloud optical thickness (ascending)	




Much more (localized) significant diurnal impacts 
in ice cloud optical thickness (descending)	




Reduced (increased) optical thickness over tropical 
islands during day (night)	


Ascending	  
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Reduced (increased) optical thickness over tropical 
islands during day (night)	


Descending	  

X	  
X	  

X	  



Diurnal cycle in ice cloud frequency smaller 	


Ascending	  



Diurnal cycle in ice cloud frequency smaller	


Descending	  



Diurnal cycle in total cloud frequency smaller	


Ascending	  



Diurnal cycle in total cloud frequency smaller	


Descending	  



Diurnal impacts in ice cloud effective diameter over 
land (ascending)	




Diurnal impacts in ice cloud effective diameter over 
land (descending)	




Larger diurnal variability in SH Ocean compared to 
NH Ocean (ascending)	




Larger diurnal variability in SH Ocean compared to 
NH Ocean (descending)	




More liquid cloud in SH Ocean at night (ascending)	




More liquid cloud in SH Ocean at night 
(descending)	




The opposite seems to be true of “unknown” phase, 
with big land effects in NH (ascending)	




The opposite seems to be true of “unknown” phase, 
with big land effects in NH (descending)	




Matching AIRS and MODIS ice cloud effective 
radius and optical thickness at pixel scale	


	

	


How strongly correlated are these quantities? 	




Where are the homogeneous/heterogeneous/clear 
AIRS FOVs located?	


estimates of cloud phase. Idealized radiative transfer simu-
lations (e.g., NK08) demonstrate that AIRS has skill to
identify the radiative signature of cloud phase more often
than MODIS, even when liquid and ice clouds occur at the
same altitude. However, the simulations in NK08 were
limited to standard midlatitude winter and summer atmo-
spheres that do not capture the full range of variability of
atmospheric CWV. The impacts on DTph will be, to first
order, a function of the magnitude of CWV [Kahn et al.,
2005] for CLR and HET. In this section, results from a

series of radiative transfer calculations of DTsi, DTwv, and
DTph for clear sky are presented. These calculations are
used to interpret observed differences of DTsi, DTwv, and
DTph. The primary objective for simulating DTb is that it is
necessary for determining if the signal for cloudy (HET or
HOM) DTb is significantly different from that of clear sky
conditions.
[18] The radiative transfer simulations are based on a ver-

sion of the AIRS Stand‐Alone Radiative Transfer Algorithm
(SARTA) [Strow et al., 2006]. Nadir (7° scan angle) and off‐

Figure 3. Frequency of all HOM at the AIRS footprint scale for scenes with all values of Tb,1231.
(a) 1–6 January, (b) 1–6 April, (c) 1–6 July, and (d) 1–6 October 2005.

Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 except for HOM clouds restricted to 250 K < Tb,1231 < 265 K.
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nadir (23° and 40° scan angles) simulations were performed
for a standard midlatitude summer atmosphere temperature
profile in clear skies, while a profile of water vapor was
adjusted between 10 and 120% (in increments of 10%) of a
base column value (51.4 mm). The surface emissivity (") is
a composite wave number dependent value obtained from
numerous clear‐sky AIRS profiles from the subtropical east-
ern Pacific Ocean. A second set of simulations is shown to
demonstrate its sensitivity assuming " = 0.98 at all wave
numbers. The impact of this test depends on the particular
DTb considered. The magnitude of DTph increases by 0.3 K
in the fixed " case at low CWV, while DTsi and DTwv are

less affected because " in both simulated cases are nearly
identical at each channel. When considering potential impacts
from different temperature and water vapor profiles, Kahn
et al. [2005] showed that the dominant source of DTb is
primarily driven by the magnitude of CWV rather than var-
iability in the vertical structure of temperature and water
vapor. The results of these simulations for DTsi, DTwv, and
DTph are shown in Figure 7. Even though all three DTbs
increase as CWV is increased, the relationships between
DTb and CWV is not necessarily linear nor identical between
the different sets of DTbs.

Figure 5. Same as Figures 3 and 4 except for all HET clouds.

Figure 6. Same as Figures 3–5 except for all CLR.
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AIRS and MODIS correlations for AIRS FOVs 
with ice cloud=100% 	
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When AIRS FOV contains less than 100% ice cloud 
(according to MODIS), correlation breaks down	
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100%	  ice	   0%	  ice	  ,	  <100%	  liquid	   Mix	  of	  ice	  and	  liquid	  



Weak correlation in effective radius comparisons and little 
dependence on pixel heterogeneity: a difficult retrieval	
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100%	  ice	   0%	  ice	  ,	  <100%	  liquid	   Mix	  of	  ice	  and	  liquid	  



Binning optical thickness & effective radius by 
each other shows “sweet spots” in sensitivity	
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•  AIRS is excellent at characterizing ice clouds over the diurnal cycle 

•  Sensitive to detection and retrieving geophysical information  

 
•  The diurnal cycle is locally stronger in optical thickness, effective diameter, and cloud 

thermodynamic phase components compared to cloud frequency 
•  Some hints of continental scale and hemispheric scale diurnal cycle? 

•  Liquid water clouds very common around Antarctica in summer 
•  This is determined despite AIRS’ suboptimal ability to detect liquid 

•  MODIS and AIRS effective diameter and optical thickness agree best in FOVs with 
100% ice cloud 

•  “Sweet spots” in correlation depend on value of binning in effective radius, optical thickness, and 
latitude 

 
 

Highlights from the new AIRS cloud products	
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•  What’s next?  Perhaps joint retrievals make sense…   stay tuned! 

Highlights from the new AIRS cloud products	



